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• Yesterday, the Bank of England (BoE) revived its bond-buying programme in an emergency move to protect 

pension funds. The move follows market turmoil after last week’s announcement of the new finance minister 

(Chancellor of the Exchequer) to cut taxes, implying a large rise in the government deficits over several years.  

• The BoE purchases are limited to above 20 years residual duration but principally unlimited in scale (but the 

BoE has indicated buying GBP 65 bn, i.e. 5 bn /day over 13 weekdays). The Bank’s press release noted the pur-

chases could run until October 14. The BoE also said it would postpone the start of its bond selling programme 

of about GBP 80 bn/year, which had been due to begin next week. For the time being, it thereby de-facto ac-

commodates the fiscal move. 

• This morning, PM Truss defended the tax cuts announcements from Chancellor Kwarteng, aiming at pushing 

the UK economy on a higher growth path. She is quoted as saying that "This is the right plan that we've set 

out". But the government will also stick to its plan to hold a fuller fiscal announcement on Nov. 23. The plan 

may contain laying out how to consolidate public finances, but Truss’ announcement suggests no taking back 

of the fiscal programme, at least in principle.. 

• We share the widespread criticism that currently expansionary fiscal policy is counterproductive to the efforts 

of central banks to tame inflation. However, it looks that the clash between fiscal expansion and monetary 

tightening will take more time to be resolved. This is a very unfortunate situation. As a consequence, markets 

will remain on alert, despite the central bank efforts to protect financial stability. The policy inconsistency may 

prove especially toxic for the pound amid the rising current account deficit. 

 

In our view, the current market turmoil has been sparked by the clash in monetary and fiscal policy. On top of PM Liz 

Truss’ announcement of a cap on household’s energy price bills over two years and for firms for six months, her Chan-

cellor laid out a large tax cut programme, in order to put the UK on a higher growth path (targeting 2.5%). The package 

includes income tax cuts, the reversal of last April’s rise in National Insurance tax, the cancelling of next April’s rise in 

corporation tax and a cut to stamp duty and other measures. Together, it could lead to a rise of the government deficit to 

around 9% in FY 22/23 (numbers differ as the amount of gas subsidies depend on the future market prices) and may 

reach still about 3.5% in FY24/25. There was no other plan than to finance the deficit by issuing debt.  

At the same time, given the high inflation of close to 10% yoy, the BoE is tightening monetary policy and thus aggregate 

demand. It raised Bank Rate to 2.25% last week and also announced to start Quantitative Tightening (QT) by GBP 80 bn 

per year. QT is limited in size as the BoE’s holdings are GBP 1.2 tr. However, this supply would come on top of govern-

ment issuance. The market considered the fiscal announcement to be a risky “gamble” and responded with a strong drop 

of the British pound, temporarily to historical lows against the dollar, and strongly rising Gilt yields (temporarily by about 

100 bps for the 10y tenor) amid a high volatility. The strong moves at the long end of the curve threatened to badly 

damage the financial health of defined benefit pension plans, as plan managers would have been forced to sell their long-

term assets to ensure their schemes would still be viable (for details see here and LDI aspects here). This could have 

easily ended in a negative spiral that the BoE prevented.  

The BoEs recent measures are an emergency action as it is responsible for market stability. However, the underlying 

conflict of monetary tightening and fiscal expansion is not resolved. If PM Truss was unwilling to scale back her fiscal 

stance, this would force the bank to raise interest rates even more strongly to overcompensate the government’s stimulus 

and to bring inflation down. The IMF said that "it is important that fiscal policy does not work at cross purposes to monetary 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2022/september/bank-of-england-announces-gilt-market-operation
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/market-notices/2022/september/market-notice-28-september-2022-gilt-market-operations
https://www.ft.com/content/4db2090e-9727-461e-b685-e182cc403a08
https://www.ft.com/content/f4a728a5-0179-48bd-b292-f48e30f8603c
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policy" and called on the UK government to "re-evaluate the tax measures, especially those that benefit high income 

earners". Thus, hopes are on November 23, when the Chancellor is expected to make his next budget announcement. 

The market expects the government to scale back, reduce the implied inequalities of the tax cuts, so that the BoE could 

return to its tightening policy. Moody's warned the UK that unfunded tax cuts are 'credit negative'. 

Nevertheless, PM Truss has a reputation of not calming conflicts. She also announced during her campaign to look 

into the BoE’s remit. Thus, we do not expect monetary and fiscal policy to agree easily on a common stance. Before such 

a stance would become visible, more market turmoil may be the consequence despite the emergency measures of the 

BoE. 
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